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To all typh01?, it may concern): . 
Be it known that I, AVARD S. EMERY, of the 

city and State of New York, have invented an 
Improvement in Steam-Boilers, of which the 

5 following in a specification. 
Boilers for steam-heating apparatus have 

been made with two cases, with the water be 
tween the cases and above the inner casing, there being a steam-space below the top of 

to the Outer casing, and in some instances pipes 
through which the water is allowed to circu 
late have been within the inner casing; but these pipes are exposed to a greater degree of 
heat than the casings, and hence the expan 

(5 Sion and contraction are unequal and the 
joints are liable to become loose and leak. 
The object of my present invention is to in 

Crease the area of surface with which the 
heated gases come into contact without ma 

20 terially obstructing the draft through the fire, 
and also to allow for expansion and contrac 
tion without the risk of injury to the joints. 
In the drawings, Figure 1 is a vertical sec 

tion of my improved boiler. Fig. 2 is a plan 
25 of the lower water-chamber. Fig. 3 is a plan 

of the second water-chamber; Fig. 4, of the 
third, and Fig. 5 of the fourth, water-chamber. 
The boiler is preferably cylindrical, and 

Composed of an outer casing 1 and inner cas 
3o ing 2, the outer casing being the longest, so 

as to allow the necessary steam and water 
Space between the top 3 of the outer casing 
and the top 4 of the inner casing, and the two 
cylinders are connected together at their lower 

35 ends, as shown at 5, and there is an opening 
at F for the fire-door, as usual, and openings 
at C for cleaning off the respective chambers 
and removing dust and soot. The doors for 
these openings are of any ordinary or desired 

40 character, and I prefer to allow the products 
of combustion to pass out through the verti 
cal flue 6 at the top of the boiler. 

I have shown four water-chambers within 
the inner casing 2. The number, however, may 

45 be more or less. Each water-chamber is pref 
erably circular and the top and bottom thereof 
slightly conical, and these are usually of cast 
iron and of such a size that the products of 
combustion are free to pass between the outer 

5o edges of the water-chambers and the interior 

of the inner shell or case 2, and through these 
water-chambers verticalflue-tubes Spass, and 
these are usually cast with the rest of the 
Water-chamber, and I prefer to make use of 
flues S in one of the water-chambers, that are 55 
nearer to the center of such water-chamber 
than the similar flues in the next water-cham 
ber above, so that the products of combustion 
in passing through these vertical ?lues pursue 
a tortuous or zigzag course, as indicated by 6o 
the arrows. 
There are central openings with hubs at the 

tOp and bottom of each water-chamber, and 
these are screw-threaded to receive the ends 
of the iron tubes or thimbles B, by which one 65 
water-chamber A is connected to the next, 
and a tight joint is thereby made between 
one water-chamber and the next, and the up 
per water-chamber is provided with hubs at 
10, that are screw-threaded for the reception 7o 
of the iron tubes B, that pass up through 
holes in the crown or top 4 of the inner case 
2, and the joints at these points are made 
tight by jam-nuts above and below the top 
4, and it will be apparent that by these pipes 75 
B" and B the range of water-chambers is sus 
pended from the top of the inner case, and it 
is free to expand and contract, according to 
the temperature to which it is exposed. 
At the bottom of the lower water-chamber 8o 

A the branch pipe R is connected by an el 
bow and screw-nipple, and such branch pipe 
R passes off laterally and freely through an 
opening 12 in the cases 1 and 2, and then Such 
pipe R is provided with an elbow and de- 85 
scends vertically, and is connected at the out 
side of the case 1 to the water-space, and at 
this same place the Water of condensation is 
returned to this boiler or heater, and it passes 
not only into the Water-leg between the cases 9o 
1 and 2, but it also ascends through the pipe 
R into the water-chambers A, and passes up 
through the same and through the pipes B 
and B to the water-space at the top of the 
boiler, and should therebe any difference in the 95 
expansion or contraction of the cases 1 and 2 
and the water-chambers A and pipes B the 
horizontal portion of the pipe R will spring 
and allow for this variation. Without either of 
the joints being injured or made to leak, and Ioo 
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I placo around the pipe R at the opening 12 
a plate or septum 13, that prevents the escape 
of gas at this point; but it does not interfere 
with the slight movements of the parts due 
to expansion and contraction. 
The top of the upper water-chamber Amay 

be provided with a vertical pipe O within the 
flue-space 6, with lateral branches S' into the 
steam-space of the boiler, so that any bubbles 
of steam from the water-chambers A may as 
cend directly 
boiler and not interfere with the circulation 
of the water. 

I claim as my invention 
1. The combination, in a heating-boiler, of 

the cases 1 and 2, connected at their lower 
ends, the water-chambers A within the inner 
casing, the pipes B, for connecting one water 
chamber with another, the pipes B", for con 
necting the upper water-chamber with the in 
mer case of the boiler, and the pipe R, con 
nected at the lower side of the bottom water 
chamber and passing off horizontally through 
the opening in the casing, and connected out 
side the boiler with the vertical pipe that is 
united at its lower end to the boiler, substan 
tially as set forth. 
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into the steam-space of the: 

2. The combination, with a boiler having 

tal water-chambers, each water-chamber hav 
ing vertical flue-openings passing through 
the same, and the pipes B, secured into the 
respective water-chambers and connecting 
them together, and the horizontal pipe R, con 
necting the bottom of the lower water-cham 
ber with the shell of the boiler, substantially 
as set forth. - 

3. The combination, with the boiler-shells 
1 and 2, of a vertical range of water-chambers, 
each of which has passing through the same 
vertical flue-pipes, and the pipes B, connect 
ing one water-chamber with the next, the 
pipes B, connecting the upper water-cham 
ber with the innershell of the boiler, and the 
pipe O and branches, S' within the flue 6 of 
the boiler and opening into the steam-space 
of the same, substantially as set forth. 
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Signed by me this 24th day of March, 1888. 
AWARD S. EMERY. 

Witnesses: . . . 

GEO. T. PINCKNEY, 
WILLIAM G. MoTT. 

  


